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The taste of bitterness
Your rolling eyes leave such a void
This part of you I can't control
I won't ignore so

Salvage the truth the story was a dream
You're awake and lifeless
The lying wheels are turning
Round and round, we go

The bottom is open, crawl straight to him
It seems he made you, what you are
(What you are)
A reflection of the wrong
A reflection, an image to oppose

Yeah, say you are what you're not
Just to try to build it up inside
(Inside)
Take a deep look beyond the depths that you roam
You'll find that you want it all under your control

(Awake and Lifeless)
You only open up your eyes enough to show you care
less
Than you do, you paint the picture how you want
Without the truth, it's worthless

Fix this fault about yourself
Before you're dead and rotting
A brutal calling for the weak
Set aside the greed

Salvage the truth, the story was a dream
But you're awake and lifeless
The lying wheels are turning

(Awake and Lifeless)
You only open up your eyes enough to show you care
less
Than you do, you paint the picture how you want
Without the truth, it's worthless
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Go

The bottom is open, crawl straight to him
It seems he made you, what you are
(What you are)
A reflection of the wrong, a reflection, an image to
oppose

An image to oppose
(An image to oppose)
Yeah
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